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It is that pleasurable time of the year again when I get
to interact with you through this informative publication.
So many things have taken place in the justice arena
and we are at an advantage of knowing those issues
and report them to you as valuable stakeholders of this
newsletter.
Human trafficking is one of the biggest problems in
the world and people are usually trafficed for sexual
exploitation and forced labour. Currently, the department
is working on an all inclusive Trafficking Bill which will
assist this country a great deal in the fight against human
trafficking. Highlights of the bill are noted in this issue.

Improving access to justice for all remains at the top
of our agenda. Recently, the regional court magistrates
came together to look at ways of ensuring that justice is
seen to be delivered in an effective and efficient manner
Corruption is a challenge that faces many countries, our
country is no exception. Corruption destroys stability
and trust, and damages the philosophy of democratic
governments. Read about government’s commitment
in the fight against corruption. Such commitment also
requires you as community members to understand
your roles and become actively involved in exposing all
forms of corruption that you encounter.
2010 Soccer World Cup is around the corner. The
department is ready to swiftly handle all cases that
will arise during the tournament. Justice officials have
pledged their support towards the World Cup. This has
been displayed in various ways, by engaging in Football
Fridays, getting involved in the fly the flag campaign and
learning the diski dance, to mention just a few.
Don’t forget to challenge your brain by doing the
crossword puzzle. Continue to send us your views, they
help us a lot. Enjoy!

Editor
Nomusa Mngadi

Isaac Mokaila - North West Regional Office
Engela Steynn - Legislative Development
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Rescue Mission for
Human Trafficking
By Engela Steyn

I

n its endeavours to fight crime, the
Department of Justice and Constitutional
Development has drafted the Prevention and
Combating of Trafficking in Persons Bill, 2010.
This Bill emanates from an investigation by
the South African Law Reform Commission
(Law Reform Commission)) into trafficking in
persons which already started early in 2003.
The Law Reform Commission consulted very
widely at workshops countrywide and issued
both an issue paper and discussion paper
for comments. A final report was officially
handed to the former Minister of Justice and
Constitutional Development, Mr Enver Surty in
November 2008. The Bill was again published
for general comments in May 2009 and the
comments received were evaluated and, where
appropriate, incorporated in the current Bill.
There is a perception that there is no current
domestic legislation in place which could be
used in the prosecution of trafficking in persons
cases. Although the Republic of South Africa
(RSA) lacks an Act which deals extensively
and specifically with trafficking in persons,
reference is made to the Criminal Law (Sexual
Offences and Related Matters) Amendment
Act, 2007 (Act No. 32 of 2007) (the Sexual
Offences Amendment Act), and the Children’s
Act, 2005 (Act No. 38 of 2005) (the Children’s
Act), which contain provisions relating to
trafficking in persons. The Sexual Offences
Amendment Act, however, criminalises the act
of trafficking in persons for sexual purposes
only, while the Children’s Act addresses more
comprehensively the trafficking of children.
The provisions of the Children’s Act relating to
trafficking of children are to come into operation
in April 2010.
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Other Acts which could currently be used to
prosecute persons suspected of trafficking
in persons include the Sexual Offences Act,
1957; the Riotous Assemblies Act, 1956; the
Immigration Act, 2002; the Basic Conditions
of Employment Act, 1997; the Intimidation
Act, 1982; the Domestic Violence Act, 1998;
the Films and Publications Act, 1996 and
the Prevention of Organised Crime Act,
1998. Under the common law, depending
on the circumstances of each case, persons
suspected of trafficking could be charged with
kidnapping, common assault, assault with
intent to do grievous bodily harm, extortion,
attempted murder and murder.
The RSA is also a signatory to the United
Nations Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially
Women and Children, 2000 and is required
to pass domestic legislation which deals
with trafficking in persons in order to fulfill its
international obligations.

appropriate sentences; for the prevention of
trafficking and the protection and assistance of
victims of trafficking; for effective enforcement
measures and generally to combat trafficking in
persons.
In seeking to prevent trafficking in persons,
clause 3 of the Bill provides that public
awareness programmes and other measures
must be implemented across the country.
These programmes must inform and educate
the public, especially those who are vulnerable
or at risk of becoming victims of trafficking,
on various issues relating to trafficking, such
as common recruitment techniques, practices
used to keep victims in exploitative situations
and organisations that may be approached for
assistance and information.

According to the Law Reform Commission,
some of the main factors causing trafficking
in persons, are poverty, war and political
instability. Trafficking in persons is a worldwide
problem and is one of the most lucrative criminal
business globally. People are trafficked mainly
for sexual exploitation and forced labour.
Victims of trafficking are subjected to numerous
ordeals, such as physical and emotional
damage, health problems, drug and alcohol
abuse and post-traumatic stress disorder.

Chapter 3 of the Bill creates various new
offences such as—
• trafficking in persons in clause 4;
• debt bondage in clause 5;
• the possession, destruction, confiscation,
concealment of and tampering with travel
documents of victims of trafficking in clause
6;
• using the services of victims of trafficking in
clause 7; and
• conduct facilitating trafficking in persons in
clause 8.
• In terms of clause 9 carriers which transport
victims across the borders of the RSA also
commit an offence if the victims do not have
the required travel documents with them.

The Bill aims to give effect to the United Nations
Protocol and to provide for the prosecution
of persons involved in trafficking and for

Given the global nature of the crime, South
African courts will have jurisdiction in terms of
clause 10 in respect of acts committed outside

the RSA if those acts would have been an
offence under the Bill had they been committed
in RSA. Acts aimed at committing an offence
under chapter 3, or acts which incite, instigate,
command, direct, aid, promote, advise, recruit,
encourage or procure any other person to
commit an offence under chapter 3 or any
person who conspires with any other person to
commit such an offence, is guilty of an offence
of involvement in trafficking in persons.
The serious nature of trafficking in persons
and the related offences should be impressed
on the courts to ensure that appropriate
sentences are imposed. The Bill provides
therefore in clause 11 that the court must take
the following aggravating factors into account
when considering an appropriate sentence:
• The significance of the perpetrator’s role in
the trafficking process;
• previous convictions relating to the crime of
trafficking in persons;
• the conditions in which the victim was kept
and the period the victim was held captive;
• whether the convicted person caused
the victim to become addicted to any
dependence-producing substance;
• the kind of abuse suffered and the effects
thereof on the victim;
• whether the offence was part of the
activities of an organised criminal group
• whether the victim was a child.
Penalties which may be imposed in terms
of these offences range from fines and
imprisonment for a period not exceeding five
years to life imprisonment.
A carrier may be fined up to R1 million.
The Bill emphasises the importance of
protecting and assisting victims of trafficking.
Clause 12 places a duty on immigration officers,
labour inspectors, certain professionals,
traditional health practitioners, traditional
healers or traditional leaders to report a child
who they reasonably suspect to be a victim of
trafficking, to a police official, for investigation,
notwithstanding any law, policy or code of
conduct prohibiting the disclosure of personal
information. The confidentiality of personal
information between a professional person and
the child as his or her patient or client must
be respected and a professional person might
contravene laws, policies or codes of conduct
when information
regarding a patient or client is disclosed to a
police official. The phrase “despite any law,
policy or code of conduct” therefore seeks to
enable professional persons to report child
victims without fear of contravening the law,
policies and codes of conduct relevant to their
professions. The clause makes it compulsory
for every other individual to report suspected
child victims of trafficking to a police official for

further investigation. Child victims of trafficking
will fall under all the protective measures of the
Children’s Act.
Clause 12 provides, for example, that the
procedure in section 110 of the Children’s
Act, dealing with the reporting of abused or
neglected children or children in need of care
and protection, must be followed. Clause
14 provides that an investigation in terms
of section 155 of the Children’s Act must
be conducted in respect of a child victim of
trafficking which means that a social worker
must investigate the matter and compile a
report on whether the child is in need of care
and protection. Child victims of trafficking must
also be brought before the children’s court.
Clause 30 provides that a foreign child may not
be repatriated unless the best interests of the
child standard as provided for in section 7 of the
Children’s Act, among others, have been taken
into consideration. Section 7 of the Children’s
Act provides for certain factors to be taken into
account, such as the nature of the relationship
between the child and his or her parents or
other care-givers, the capacity of the parents or
other care-giver to care for the child, the child’s
age and maturity. The Bill itself also provides
in clause 33 for the escorting of a child from
the place the child was found to the place from
where the child was trafficked.
Clause 34 provides that if a children’s court
has reason to believe that the parent or other
person with parental responsibilities and
rights in respect of a child, has trafficked that
child, the court may suspend those parental
responsibilities and rights and place the child
in temporary safe care. The parent or other
person with parental responsibilities and rights
is, however, still liable for the commission of the
offence of trafficking in persons.
Clause 13 places a duty on certain officials,
professionals, traditional health practitioners,
traditional healers and traditional leaders to
report an adult who they reasonably suspect is a
victim of trafficking in persons, to a police official
for further investigation. Certain categories
of persons who are required to report, must,
however, first obtain the consent of the adult
person concerned, except where the person
is mentally disabled or in an altered state of
consciousness. The reason for this provision
is that an adult person has the right to decide
whether to lay a charge against the perpetrator
or not. These persons must also, by virtue of
their profession and their relationship with the
alleged victim, have to respect the privacy of
their “patients” and treat information they obtain
in the course of their duties with the necessary
confidentiality. This is not necessarily the case
with immigration officers, labour inspectors
and police officials who are required to uphold

the law and ensure that transgressors are
brought to book. Clause 13 further provides
that members of the public may report an adult
person who is reasonably suspected to be a
victim of trafficking to a police official for further
investigation.
Other protective measures provided for in the
Bill include the following:
(a)	Foreign victims of trafficking are entitled
to the same public health care services as
to which citizens of the Republic Of South
Africa have access (clause 15).
(b)	The prosecution of persons who are
found to be victims of trafficking for
certain offences committed by them as a
direct result of their situation as victims of
trafficking, is prohibited by clause 16. This
will also enable law enforcement agencies
to investigate and prosecute traffickers
by using these victims as witnesses.
Provision is also made for a criminal
case to be postponed and withdrawn, or
for the discharge of the victim, where the
prosecutor suspects that the person who is
prosecuted, is a victim of trafficking.
(c)	Foreign victims of trafficking may be
granted a ‘recovery and reflection period’,
to remain in the RSA for up to 90 days
(clause 17).

In certain circumstances,

temporary residence permits (clause 18)
and permanent residence permits (clause
19) can be issued to foreign victims.
(d)	In terms of clause 20, organisations that
provide services to victims of trafficking
must be accredited according to an
accreditation system to be prescribed
and a victim may only be referred to an
organisation that has a valid certificate of
accreditation. Accredited organisations—
•

must comply with minimum norms and
standards to be prescribed by the Minister
of Social Development (clause 21);

•

must offer certain programmes to victims
(clause 22);

•

may not return a victim of trafficking who
has been trafficked within the borders of
the Republic, to the area from where he
or she was trafficked without giving due
consideration to the safety of that victim
(clause 25); and

•

must submit certain information on victims
in their care, to the Director-General: Social
Development (clause 26).

(e)	Clauses 27 and 28 provide for the payment
of compensation by convicted persons
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to victims of trafficking and to the State.
Clause 27 provides that the compensation
may be for damages to or the loss or
destruction of property and money, for
physical, psychological or other injury,
for being infected with a life-threatening
disease or for the loss of income or support,
suffered by the victim. The court may in its
discretion, issue a warrant of execution,
authorising the sheriff to recover the amount
of the compensation by the attachment and
sale of movable property belonging to the
convicted person. Provision is also made
for an alternative option, namely that a
victim may use the execution procedure
in the civil court, to recover the amount of
the compensation, where a compensation
order has not been complied with. Clause
28 provides that a court may, in addition to
any penalty it may impose on a convicted
person, and in addition to any compensation
order it may make in favour of a victim, and
on application by the prosecutor, order the
convicted person to pay compensation to
the State for expenses in connection with
the care, accommodation, transportation
and repatriation of the victim of the offence.
(f)	The Bill further prohibits the summary
deportation of foreign victims in clause
29 and, if repatriated, clauses 30 and 31
provide for a proper repatriation process,
taking cognisance of the safety of the
victims in each case.
(g)	Clause 32 provides for the reception of
and assistance to a victim of trafficking
who is a citizen or permanent resident of
the Republic of South Africa who returns to
RSA.
Clause 35 lays the foundation for bilateral,
regional and multilateral agreements on
trafficking in persons between the Republic
of South Africa and other states and is in
accordance with the Trafficking in Persons
Protocol. It provides for the President to enter
into agreements with foreign states in respect
of trafficking in persons matters.
Clause 36 provides that the National
Commissioner of Police, the National Director
of Public Prosecutions and the DirectorsGeneral: Home Affairs and Labour must issue
national instructions and directives with which
their officials must comply when dealing with
trafficking-related matters. These instructions
and directives must, among others, provide for
the manner in which trafficking cases are to
be reported, investigated and prosecuted, the
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manner in which victims of trafficking should
be identified, interviewed and treated and
measures to ensure the safety of victims and
witnesses.
The clause further provides for the development
of training courses which must include training
on the national instructions and directives. It
provides for and promotes the use of uniform
norms, standards and procedures to ensure
that all functionaries are able to deal with
matters relating to trafficking in an appropriate,
efficient and sensitive manner. The national
instructions and directives must provide that
adequate disciplinary steps are taken against
any functionaries who fail to comply with any
duty imposed on them in terms of the Bill, the
national instructions or directives. Certain
information must be collected and analysed
and forwarded to the Intersectoral Committee
which is established by the Bill.
As the RSA has ratified the Trafficking in Persons
Protocol, it is obliged to adopt measures to
ensure the protection of victims of trafficking, the
prosecution of traffickers and the prevention of
trafficking in persons, including assisting other
State Parties in this regard. International cooperation with State Parties that are not parties
to the above-mentioned Protocol is, however,
also necessary for the effective combating,
prevention and prosecution of trafficking in
persons. Clause 37 therefore provides that
the Director-General: Home Affairs must, at
the request of the State which is a party to
the Trafficking in Persons Protocol or to an
agreement relating to trafficking in persons,
verify the legitimacy and validity of travel or
identity documents issued or purported to have
been issued by the Department of Home Affairs
and suspected of being used in committing an
offence under the Bill.
In order to ensure a uniform, co-ordinated
and cooperative approach by all government
departments and institutions in dealing with
trafficking in persons matters and to guide
the implementation and administration of the
Bill, clause 39 provides that the Minister of
Justice and Constitutional Development must,
after consultation with other relevant ministers
of Cabinet and the National Director of Public
Prosecutions, adopt a national policy framework
relating to all matters dealt with in the Bill.
In terms of clause 40 an Intersectoral
Committee will be established to develop a
draft national policy framework and to establish
an integrated information system to facilitate
the effective monitoring and implementation of
the Bill (clause 41). Clause 43 provides that
the Ministers of Social Development and Home
Affairs must make regulations with regard
to aspects of this Bill which fall under their

respective departments. It further contains an
umbrella provision by providing that the Minister
of Justice and Constitutional Development may
make regulations regarding any matter that the
Bill requires or permits to be prescribed.
The Bill further proposes amendments to other
Acts, such as the Criminal Procedure Act, 1977,
the Immigration Act, 2002, the Children’s Act
and the Sexual Offences Amendment Act, to
bring them into line with the provisions of the
Bill and to insert provisions in those laws to
deal more effectively with trafficking in persons.
Certain consequential amendments are made
to the provisions of various other Acts which are
necessitated by the provisions of the Bill.
It is important to note that the intersectoral
approach which is to be followed in the
implementation and administration of the Bill
requires a variety of prior processes between
and within departments and institutions as
well as the establishment of an Intersectoral
Committee to perform its functions in respect
of the implementation of the Bill. It is therefore
doubtful if the entire Bill, when approved by
Parliament, will be implemented immediately
thereafter. It might be possible, however, to put
the relevant sections dealing with the offences
and penalties, into operation first, which will
assist to a great extent in the short term to bring
traffickers to book.
Furthermore there has been speculation that
trafficking in persons will increase during the
FIFA 2010 Soccer World Cup, with specific
reference to trafficking in persons for sexual
purposes. As we have no reliable empirical
data due to the clandestine nature of trafficking
in persons, it is difficult to assess the extent of
the problem. It must be pointed out that this
Bill has not been prepared exclusively with the
FIFA 2010 Soccer World Cup in mind but the
best interests of all South Africans and also to
comply with our international obligations.

A step further in ensuring justice
By Neliswa Demana

I

n affirming that the mandate for the Department of Justice and
Constitutional Development (DoJ&CD) of ensuring justice for all is
achieved, the Regional Court President’s Forum and some regional
court magistrates from across the country held a workshop to discuss
and develop strategies for the smooth implementation of civil jurisdiction
in regional courts. The workshop which was held in January 2010 also
planned the development of uniform standards and best practices for
regional courts.
Jurisdiction of Regional Courts Amendment Act is intended to transform
the civil justice system in South Africa, and grant civil jurisdiction to the
regional courts, which currently had criminal jurisdiction with one or two
minor exceptions. It also enables such courts to relieve the backlog in
the high courts, as well as to regularise the position of the divorce courts,
which would now be established at the seat of the regional courts.
Under the current system there are several lower courts; namely;
traditional courts, small claims courts, district magistrates’ courts, divorce
courts and regional magistrates’ courts. The latter has mostly criminal
jurisdiction. They were established in 1953 to deal with the increase
of criminal cases that could not be handled by the high court. These
regional courts were presided over by regional magistrates and were
assigned higher sentencing powers. The Act now seeks to transform
regional courts to enable them to have a wider civil jurisdiction.
To make the implementation of the Act easy, the DoJ&CD has appointed
regional court magistrates who already have civil jurisdiction experience.
The Justice College has also been approached to arrange courses for
the magistrates. 53 new posts for regional magistrates, a regional court
registrar and new clerks of courts are to be created.
North West Regional Court President Seka Monaledi said “The workshop
aimed to develop best practices, in particular regarding civil court
and case flow management. It also interrogated the integration and
coordination of criminal and civil case flow management system.”
The delegates who attended the workshop were equipped with the
necessary skills, knowledge, understanding and expertise in order to
develop and facilitate case flow management. An efficient and effective
civil court and case flow management system together with strategic
planning will benefit South Africans while ensuring that civil jurisdiction in
courts is implemented and properly managed.

New and further case flow management material, practices and systems
were discussed. These are to be developed, adapted and/or improved
for use in the regional courts.
“With the improved and enhanced case flow management practices,
tools and systems in the regional courts, there would be a positive impact
on the effectiveness and efficiency on the administration of the regional
courts,” Mrs Monaledi said. She also explained that this will in turn
increase the confidence of South Africans in the regional court judiciary.
Speaking at the same conference, Piet Verster from the Court Efficiency
Branch in the department said it was important to have civil service
standards. These standards, according to him, will re-engineer the
business process in regional courts. “Civil service standards will ensure
that administration operations at courts are streamlined, and they simplify
court processes and procedures.” He also explained that the standards
will enhance performance management within courts, increase
operational efficiency and standardise quality of services in all courts.
The following are a few proposed minimum standards for the
regional courts when dealing with civil cases:
•
•
•
•
•

The court roll must be prepared five days before trial date.
Court roll and files must be delivered to a magistrate three days prior
to trial.
A diary must be maintained for all civil trials.
All parties in civil cases must be notified two days prior to a court date
if the matter will not proceed.
A record of notification of parties must be maintained.

The duties and responsibilities of court clerks and registrars were debated
by the magistrates who attended the conference. Maria Malatji from the
Court Efficiency Branch gave a presentation on the envisaged duties and
responsibilities of civil cases court clerks and registrars. Some of the
duties include, filing all documents delivered and any minutes made by
the court under the same number of the respective action/application;
coordinating case flow management support services; issuing, keeping,
checking and analysing court statistics and issuing court orders.
Divorce courts including their existing structures will be integrated into
the regional divisions in their provinces of location; structural adjustments
and capacity in provinces where they sat in circuits are being phased in
as part of the implementation plan.
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Deputy Minister visits Johannesburg
Magistrate’s Court
By Justice Ditshego

The Deputy Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development Mr Andries Nel with Mr Gert Jonker during his
visit in Johannesburg Magistrate Court.

A

s a quest to improve court services in South Africa the Deputy
Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development, Mr
Andries Nel, visited the Johannesburg Magistrate’s Court on 27
January 2010. During his unannounced visit the Deputy Minister
was accompanied by the Chief of Staff and some officials from
the department.

He later attended the weekly management meeting chaired by
the chief magistrate, Mr Gert Jonker. During the meeting the
Deputy Minister raised concerns which contribute to inefficiency
in the South African legal system. “When I arrived here this
morning I only found the magistrate and the legal aid official in
one of your courts but some officials were not present for duty,”
said the Deputy Minister.
      
Mr Nel emphasised proper management of resources and cited
his visit as part of the tasks assigned to him by the President of
South Africa, Mr Jacob Zuma. He said this would not be for his
own good but for the benefit of the country.

At the meeting some of the concerns raised included illdisciplined clerks of the court who would disappear during office
hours. There were also concerns about the court interpreters
who lack discipline and often misfile court cases especially in the
Hillbrow court. Johannesburg court manager, Mr Vicky Strydom,
promised to make a follow up on the challenges. Another
challenge affecting the Hillbrow Court was the lack of sufficient
computers as a result of budget constraints.
When asked about the new Child Protection Act which will
be in full operation with effect from 1 April 2010 and training
of magistrates regarding the Act, Mr Strydom said this will be
implemented.

The Deputy Minister said, “I hope my unannounced visit did
not distract you while I still believe that 2010 is going to be a
landmark year in which things will be done better and faster. I am
not here to pre-empt the State of the Nation Address but officials
must work together to improve the justice system in the country.
He said he had an opportunity to talk to prosecutors and “I saw
a couple of police officers sitting in the court instead of being out
there to fight crime.” The meeting was also attended by among
others the senior magistrates for civil and criminal cases, some
court managers in Gauteng Province and police officials.

8

Johannesburg Chief Magistrate Mr Gert Jonker (left)
chairs the weekly management meeting.

The Deputy Minister cited fighting crime
as one of the government’s five key
priorities which are interlinked to efficient
service delivery. These key priorities he
said “are interlinked and need to operate
together for the betterment of the lives of
South Africans. There are small things
which have a major impact in the country’s
service delivery.” He urged the managers
to work together and be committed to
the basics such as punctuality in the
workplace.

Chief of Staff in the Deputy Minister’s Office Mr Williams Blendynn (left)
speaks to Johannesburg Magistrate Court officials.

In his speech the Deputy Minister
defined the justice system as a complex
and diverse machinery. “If one part of
the machinery is taken out then it will
negatively affect the whole machinery, he
said.
Mr Gert Jonker said issues of discipline
and proper administration in the workplace
were previously discussed and “we are
trying our best as the leadership.”
The issue of statistics reaching the Deputy
Minister on time for perusal were also
discussed and this was confined as a
challenge for both the regional courts and
regional offices.
There was a suggestion to introduce a
new criminal justice system to fast track
the process. Responding to this the
Deputy Minister said “We are already
looking at the system whether we should
give certain judicial powers to the jurists
to be proactive. If we don’t get the five
priorities right it means we are not going
anywhere.

Court officials explain their challenges to the Deputy Minister of Justice
and Constitutional Development.

Mr Nel quoted the former President of
South Africa, Dr Nelson Mandela, during
the Rivonia trial. “We have to either submit
or fight,” he said.
In closure the Deputy Minister said public
servants are paid for their daily routines.
He further reminded the attendees of what
President Zuma said. ”South Africa is a
free country and people who are not ready
to serve the public, are free to leave the
public service,” he concluded. He further
quoted the Minister of Basic Education
when she said, “There is nothing like
dysfunctional schools but dysfunctional
things which must be sorted out.”
Mr Gert Jonker said they were pleased by
the Deputy Minister’s visit and promised
to work collectively with the supervisors.                             

“I still believe that 2010 is
going to be a landmark year
in which things will be done
better and faster.”
Court files at the Johannesburg Magistrate Court.
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Justice Department opens
Vosman branch Court
By Justice Ditshego

Chief Magistrate David Ngobeni, Emalahleni Mayor Ms Lina Malatjie, and Director Court Operations for
DoJ&CD Nomkhosi Shange cut the ribbon to mark official opening of Vosman branch Court.

T

he Department of Justice and Constitutional Development
(DoJ&CD) opened the Vosman branch Court on 28 January
2010. The court’s premises will be within the Vosman Police
Station in Witbank (Emalahleni).
The new court is proclaimed as a Branch Court in terms of
Government Gazette No. 30559 of 14 December 2007. Criminal,
maintenance, small claims, equality, domestic violence and
estate matters will be heard from this court while formal enquiries
will still be done at Witbank Magistrate’s Court. Due to limited
resources all services will be fully rendered within six months
from its opening.
An estimated number of 350 000 people of Vosman District
which comprise Ackerville, Lynville, Skoongesight, Kwa-Guqa,
Thusanag, Ferrobank, Clewer, Sagmeel, Extension 7-18,
Hlalanikahle, Balmoral and Bultpan Farms will access the court
services.
The opening of Vosman Court fulfils the requirement of section
34 of the Constitution (Act 108 of 1996) which enshrines Access
to Courts and the strategic goal of the department “Access to
Justice for All.” This will further enhance the department’s
strategic objective, “Bringing Justice Services closer to All”
especially to those in townships and rural areas. It will further
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assist in ensuring speedy delivery of justice to the Policing
District of Vosman.
At the ceremony, the Mayor of Emalahleni Ms Malatjie
appreciated the opportunity granted to her municipality. She
further appreciated the presence of the community. ”Now the
cases will be addressed at a doorstep which is important for
addressing case backlogs and crime levels will also go down,”
she said.
During his key note address, Chief Magistrate David Ngobeni
said the court will address people in their languages. He regarded
his presence as the sign of a strong partnership that exists in the
Criminal Justice System. “Opening this court is the first step in
our fight but it is not over. The final analysis of the Constitution is
to bring a better life to all people and efficient access is our wish,”
said the chief magistrate.
He mentioned that the opening of Vosman branch court is a
challenge to the court officials in maximising the productivity
through its operations. Mr Ngobeni said the Constitution says
we are all equal before the law meaning all senior members
“including myself” can be arrested if they do not abide by the law
of a country.

Chief Magistrate David Ngobeni address the audience
during the opening.

Odwa Magagula and her colleague entertain the
Vosman community.
things,” said Themba who spent ten years behind the bars as
a result of crime. “Many people got help from this project and it
keeps on converting and teaching crime converts that crime does
not pay. I am encouraging parents to report their children to the
police if they realise or suspect any signs of criminality,” he said.
Themba said “there are parents who contribute to the levels of
crime in communities by failing to report their own children for the
law to take its cause.”
He further explained the four dimensions of parenthood which
he believe they can make a difference in “our communities.”
According to Mr Nkosi the four dimensions are; biological
parents, community, pastors and the law. He encouraged parents
to submit the youth to God “because Rehabilitation starts from
within.”

Organisers for the Opening of Vosman branch Court.
“The court will have its sitting in the Vosman community but still
under the authority of Witbank Court and we will ensure that the
Magistrate is always available in this court. People should also
access copies of the Victims Charter so that they are empowered
with information and know their rights,” said the Chief Magistrate.
Director for Court Operations in the Justice department Ms
Nomkhosi Shange defined the event as a response on the
promises made by the DoJ&CD. “We have made it our mission
that you must know your Justice leadership and to day they
are here to attend the event,” said Ms Shange. She said the
court will only render certain services until it is fully established
and resourced citing Maintenance and Domestic violence as
examples.
“After the opening of this branch court, we believe that no
children will go hungry because their parents will easily access
maintenance court services without major costs. Domestic
violence Act will also be established and realised in this court
while each case will be treated as per the circumstances,” said
Ms Shange.
Mr Themba Nkosi, crime convert form Hlola Isimilo Community
Integration Project presented an emotive speech on how crime
negatively impacts on the lives of community.

Honarable Mayor of Emalahleni Ms Lina Malatjie, Chief Magistrate
David Ngobeni, Area Court Manager Meshack Seekane and
Director Court Operations for DoJ&CD Nomkhosi Shange graced
the event. Also in attendance was Chief Prosecutor: National
Prosecuting Authority Ms Ronel Wentzel, Court Manager
January Mthimunye and Mr Smith, Cluster Commander for SAPS
in Vosman.
Pastor Ray Mabhena opened the event with prayer and the Vote of
Thanks was done by the Court Manager Mr January Mthimunye.
Mr Mthimunye recognised the contribution, cooperation and
support from all sister departments and the event organisers.
To rejuvenate the spirits Odwa Magagula entertained the
audience with her popular gospel songs.
The Programme Directors for the day were Ms Elizabeth
Mamekwa and Mr Marthinus Van Eeden while Pastor Ray
Mabhena opened with prayer. The audience laughed their
lungs out courtesy of the young and talented comedian Tsietsi
Matlakala.
As a token for official opening the cutting of the ribbon was
done by Honarable Mayor of Emalahleni Ms Lina Malatjie, Chief
Magistrate David Ngobeni and Director Court Operations for
DoJ&CD Nomkhosi Shange.

“This project is for the former prisoners corrected by the
Department of Correctional Services who are tired of doing bad
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Government Commits to fight
corruption
By Neliswa Demana

G

overnment has once again reiterated
to fight corruption in the public sector.
Speaking during the State of the Nation
Address, President Jacob Zuma said his
Government is committed to fighting corruption
and fraud. “Our Inter-Ministerial Committee
on Corruption is looking at ways to decisively
defeat corruption. We are pleased with the
progress government is making in some areas,”
Mr Zuma said.

National Anti-Corruption Forum (NACF)

Corruption is any conduct or behaviour
where a person accepts, agrees or offers any
gratification for him/her or for another person,
where the purpose is to act dishonestly or
illegally. Fraud is an act of deception carried out
for the purpose of unfair, undeserved, and/or
unlawful gain, especially, financial gain.

The NACF is a non-statutory and cross-sectoral
body that co-ordinates sectoral strategies
on anti-corruption and establishes a national
agreement. The forum advises Government
on national initiatives to combat corruption
and shares information and best practices on
sectoral anti-corruption work.

President Zuma said there are continuous
efforts to fight corruption and fraud in
procurement and tender processes, and in
applications for drivers’ licences, social grants,
and identity documents, among others. “We
terminated 32 687 fraudulent social grants
payments, valued at R180million,” he said.
Measures to fight fraud and corruption by
Government:
Government has stepped up its anti-corruption
activities. Its efforts have become more
systemic, with greater emphasis on instituting
appropriate policy measures to prevent
corruption. Anti-corruption has been a priority in
Government Programme for many years.
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The first Public Sector Anti-corruption
Conference was held in Cape Town, in 1998.
At this conference, a call was made for anticorruption efforts to become a national concern.
Consequently, a National Anti-Corruption
Summit was convened in 1999 at which a
resolution for the establishment of the NACF
was made. The NACF was then established in
2001.

Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities
Act (Act 12 of 2004)
This Act provides for the strengthening of
measures to prevent and combat corruption
and corrupt activities. It makes provisions
for the establishment and endorsement of a
register that places restrictions on persons
and enterprises convicted of corrupt activities
relating to tenders and contracts.
Public Finance Management Act (Act 1 of 1999)
The PFMA regulates financial management in
national and provincial governments. The Act
ensures that all revenue, expenditure, assets
and liabilities of government are managed

efficiently and effectively. It further provides
responsibilities of persons entrusted with
financial management in government.
The Protected Disclosures Act (Act 26 of 2000)
In South Africa the Protected Disclosures Act
makes provision for procedures in terms of
which employees in both the public and private
sector who disclose information of unlawful or
corrupt conduct by their employers or fellow
employees are protected from occupational
detriment.
The Act encourages honest
employees to raise their concerns and report
wrongdoing within the workplace without fear.
The Act sets out a clear and simple framework
to promote responsible whistle-blowing by:
• Reassuring workers that silence is not the
only safe option
• Providing strong protection for workers who
raise concerns internally
• Reinforcing and protecting the right to
report concerns to public protection
agencies such as the Public Protector and
Auditor-General, and
• Protecting more general disclosures
provided that there is a valid reason
for going wider and that the particular
disclosure is a reasonable one.
The Financial Intelligence Centre Act (Act 38 of
2001)
This Act aims to establish a Financial
Intelligence Centre and a Counter-Money
Laundering Advisory Council in order to combat

department by:
1
2
3

 reating a culture intolerant of fraud
C
corruption
Security vetting and security clearance of
individual employees; and
Fostering a culture of reporting suspect
actions and protecting whistle blowers and
witnesses.

The DoJ&CD Fraud and Corruption Prevention
Plan:
In an effort to support and foster a culture of
zero tolerance to fraud and corruption and
all its activities, the department created a
Fraud and Corruption Prevention Plan. The
plan reinforces existing systems, policies and
procedures aimed at deterring, preventing,
detecting, reacting to and reducing the impact
of fraud and corruption.

money laundering activities and the financing
of terrorist and related activities. It imposes
certain duties on institutions and other persons
who might be used for money laundering
purposes and the financing of terrorist and
related activities. It enables the Centre and
supervisory bodies to share information
and provides them with power to conduct
inspections.
The Promotion of Access to Information Act
(Act 3 of 2000)
This piece of legislation makes provision to
the right of access to any information held by
the State and any information held by private
bodies that is required for the exercise and
protection of any rights.
The Public Service Anti-Corruption Strategy
The Public Service Anti-Corruption Strategy has
been developed for the Public Service in order
to give effect to the expressed commitment
of government to fight corruption in the public
service. The purpose of the Public Service AntiCorruption Strategy is to prevent and combat
corruption through a multiplicity of supportive
actions.
The Public Service Anti-Corruption Strategy is
informed by the following principles to root out
corruption:
•

•
•

•

 he need for a holistic and integrated
T
approach to fighting corruption, with
a balanced mixture of prevention,
investigation, prosecution and public
participation as the platform for the strategy.
Constitutional requirements for the criminal
justice system and public administration.
Public Service tailor-made strategies are
required that operate independently but
complimentary to national strategies,
particularly with regard to detection,
investigation, prosecution and adjudication
of acts of corruption, as well as the recovery
of the proceeds of corruption.
Acts of corruption are regarded as criminal
acts and these acts can be dealt with either
in the administrative or criminal justice

•

system or both if need be.
Domestic, regional and international good
practice and conventions.

The Anti-Fraud and Anti-Corruption Hotline
(NACH):
The hotline is a channel through which
employees, suppliers, contractors, and other
third parties can report irregular activities, free
from victimization or repercussions.
A professional external independent party
which provides a 24-hour professional service
available in five official languages is operating
the hotline. This ensures that the reporter can
remain anonymous if he/she so wishes.
According to the Public Service Commission
(PSC), the hotline has notable achievements
since its establishment and the effects of its role
as an anti-corruption mechanism are starting to
manifest. As a result, officials found guilty of
misconduct were imposed sanctions such as
suspension and dismissal and large sums of
money involved in the acts of corruption have
also been recovered.

The policy makes provisions for all fraudulent
and corrupt activities to be investigated and
followed up by the application of all remedies
available within the full extent of the law and the
implementation of appropriate prevention and
detection controls. These prevention controls
include the existing financial and other controls
and checking mechanisms as prescribed in the
systems, policies and procedures of DoJ&CD.
The department has ensured full compliance
with the Minimum Anti-Corruption Capacity
(MACC) requirements as approved by Cabinet
in September 2003. The MACC requirements
specifically direct that, in order to fight
corruption in departments, as defined in the
Public Service Act, 1994 (Act No 103 of 1994),
and in public entities (as listed in Schedule 3
of the PFMA), each accounting officer must, for
his or her department:
• specifically focus on and analyse corruption
risk as part of the risk assessment required
in terms of the PFMA;
• implement fraud plans required in terms
of the PFMA, which fraud plans must
specifically address the corruption risk; and
• verify
the
previous
employment,
qualifications, citizenship and criminal
record of all persons before they are
employed.

The PSC released a “Measuring of the
Effectiveness of the National
Anti-corruption Hotline: Second Biennial
Report” this reports that that an analysis of
the cases/calls received indicates that during
2007/2008 40% of alleged corruption cases
received through the NACH were reported by
anonymous callers. In 50% of cases callers
identified themselves. 25% of these cases were
reported by members of the public and 15% by
officials (whistleblowers) who were willing to
disclose their personal details. A further 10%
of such cases were reported by detainees who
request that investigating officers contact them.
The toll-free hotline number is 0800 701 701.
The
Department
of
Justice
and
Constitutional
Development
(DoJ&CD)
fights fraud and corruption:
The DoJ&CD is continuously creating and
maintaining an ethical culture within the
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Department and NICRO reduce crime in SA
By Justice Ditshego
conjunction with other programmes. NICRO
staff place young people in suitable community
service settings, depending on their skills and
where they are needed most. On completion of
the service, the charge is withdrawn.

I

n 2008, the Department of Justice and
Constitutional Development (DoJ&CD) in
partnership with the National Institute for Crime
Prevention and Reintegration of Offenders
(NICRO) began a Non-Custodial Sentencing
(NCS) pilot project, which concluded in March
2009.
Since then, NICRO has continued to roll out
NCS to additional courts with the support of an
international donor. “The targets for the NCS
project are to be in 52 courts by the year 2013,
and to have reached 14, 640 offenders,” said
Regan Jules Macquet NICRO Project Manager.
The purpose of the original DoJ&CD / NICRO
partnership was to reduce crime levels in South
Africa through prevention of re-offending and
promoting the reintegration of offenders back
into their families and communities.
NCS is an alternative to prison and refers to the
serving of sentences in the community. Through
NCS, offenders who are assessed as suitable
serve their sentences outside of prison and are
given an opportunity to change their lives.
NICRO offers the following NCS
programmes:
Youth Empowerment Scheme (YES)
YES is a life-skills training programme that
usually runs for six to eight sessions and
assists the participants to take stock of their
lives. It puts a brake on “going off the rails”.
Parents or guardians are invited to participate
and are encouraged to support the progress of
the participants.
Pre-trial Community Service
The programme arranges that the young
person concerned commits himself or herself
to serving the community for a recommended
number of hours instead of going to court.
Pre-trial Community Service is often used in
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Family Group Conferences
The conferences offer an opportunity to
mediate between those affected by crime.
The conference brings together the young
offenders, their families and victims of crime
to discuss what went wrong, how it can be
repaired and what can be done to put things
right. A contract spelling out the agreement
about how the damage can be repaired, and
a plan of action, is signed. The prosecutor is
informed once all the goals have been reached.
This is a highly successful way of young people
understanding the impact of their actions, and
the power they have to put things right. The
Conference provides healing for all concerned.
It is restorative justice in action.
The Journey
The Journey is a two to three month intensive
programme for youth at risk. It has a strong
adventure component. The Journey encourages
self-expression, commitment, accountability
and a sense of community. It is aimed at the
more serious offenders and multiple offenders,
and early school leavers. Community mentors
support the participants through the challenging
process that they commit to when they start the
Journey. An individual plan is put in place for
each participant for a constructive future.
NICRO plays an important role in the current
Child Justice System of South Africa. It also
does internal assessment of children before
admission into its programme. The institute
(NICRO) has the right and responsibility
not to accept an unsuitable candidate in its
programmers.
Real life stories:
A 23 year old woman was arrested and
convicted for a shoplifting offence for the
second time. The woman, Kelly, was referred
to NICRO for an assessment to determine
whether she would be suitable for a noncustodial sentence. During the assessment the
NICRO social worker learned that Kelly had a
nine month old baby and was solely responsible
for the care of her physically disabled brother
as well as her sister who had been diagnosed
with schizophrenia. The only income for this
family was from the brother’s disability grant
and the social grant for the baby.
During the assessment, Kelly acknowledged
full responsibility for her action and expressed
remorse for what she had done.
The NICRO social worker concluded her
assessment of Kelly and recommended to
the court that Kelly be given a non-custodial
sentence instead of being sent to prison. Kelly

was duly sentenced by the court to Correctional
Supervision in conjunction with NICRO. Kelly’s
intervention plan consisted of individual
counselling as well as community service.
Kelly expressed her gratitude to the NICRO
social worker for the opportunity to serve her
sentence outside of prison. Kelly did very well
during the NICRO programmes, participating
actively and attending her sessions regularly.
The NICRO social worker assisted Kelly with
developing her curriculum vitae, and in due
course, Kelly came into the NICRO office one
day in January 2010, filled with excitement as
she had been offered a job at a local guest
house.
In this way we can see the benefits of noncustodial sentencing for whole families, as the
baby was not deprived of its mother, and the
brother and sister were not deprived of their
only remaining family and means of shelter
and support. In this case, a custodial sentence
would have devastated the family and have left
Kelly in a far worse situation when she would
have been finally released from prison.
Kelly has expressed her relief and her thanks to
NICRO for the intervention.
NICRO offers a range of programmes that
cover issues such as substance abuse and
addiction, domestic violence, parenting skills
and lifeskills, as well as individual counselling
sessions, victim offender mediation and
restorative group conferences.
Aims of NICRO
• To achieve the dream of a safe country;
• To realise a country where people are able
to live safely in their homes;
• People’s
free
movements
around
neighbourhoods;
• An environment where the fear of crime no
longer governs;
NICRO seeks to challenge offenders to take
responsibility for their actions and to provide
opportunities for constructive rather than
destructive living.
For more information contact NICRO
offices at on:
Nicro Head Office : 021 462 0017
Eastern Cape

: 041 582 2555

Gauteng		

: 012 326 8115

Free State		

Kwazulu-Natal
Limpopo		

Mpumalanga
North West

Northern Cape
Western Cape

: 051 435 5193
: 031 304 2761
: 015 297 7538
: 013 755 3540
: 014 592 9280
: 053 831 1715
: 021 422 1690

www.nicro.org.za

Justice strengthens Civil Society
By Justice Ditshego
As part of his presentation, Advocate Jiyane outlined
the following:
Joint SA/EU goal for development cooperation is poverty reduction, in
line with SA’s policy objectives
Three focal areas amount to R 980 million
•
•
•

To promote economic growth – employment creation (35-45%)
To improve the capacity & provision of services for the poor at
provincial and municipal level (30-40%)
To promote good governance (5-20%)

He further recognised a vital role played by the department’s task team
under his leadership which include the following units:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Constitutional Rights
Vulnerable Groups
Donor Coordination
Strategy
Finance
International Affairs

Deputy Minister Andries Nel presents his key note address
during the launch.

A

s an endeavour to strengthen civil society, the Department of Justice
and Constitutional Development launched the rollout for Access to
Justice and Promotion of Constitutional Rights Programme. The event
took place on 09 February in Johannesburg, Parktonian hotel.
Funded by the European Union (EU) this programme is in partnership
with the Foundation for Human Rights (FHR).
In his keynote address the Deputy Minister of Justice and Constitutional
Development said the purpose of the programme was to strengthen civil
society participation. “The three key result areas of this programme are
strengthening of participatory democracy, promotion of constitutional
rights and access to justice,” said Mr Nel.

Deputy Chairperson for the Independent Electoral
Commission Ms Thoko Mpumlwana , Advocate Jiyane and
Gauteng Regional head listening to the Deputy Minister’s
address.

The Deputy Minister said the programme will only be realised through the
involvement and participation of civil society.
Advocate Simon Jiyane the Deputy Director General for Court Services
in the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development gave a
brief background of the programme. He said the new programme was
developed as a result of the Joint EU/SA Country Strategy Paper and
National Indicative Plan (NIP).
“The Country Strategy Paper was developed under the auspices of the
Trade Development Cooperation Agreement (TDCA) already in place
between the Government and the EU. The SA government will ensure
that twenty five percent of all development aid received will be used to
fund and strengthen civil society,” said Adv Jiyane.

Members of the Community Based Organisations and NonGovernment Organisations.

Rationale of the Programme
Through this programme government is committing itself to redress
inequalities and improve the lives of its citizens through promotion and
enrichment of a human rights culture.
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South Africa made a submission in 2005 to the African Peer Review
Mechanism (APRM) which arrived at a conclusion that the country
exhibited an uneven level of rights awareness in society. This raised
a need to address the challenge of access to justice for the poor and
marginalised communities.

To build a vibrant democracy, the South African government has
consistently recognised a viable independent civil society to participate in
the process. The government further committed 25% of all development
aid to be utilised for funding and strengthening civil society for ensuring
its sustainability.
Within a similar context, the Department of Justice and Constitutional
Development acknowledge that a strong, independent and efficient civil
society is an essential partner to strengthen democracy in South Africa.
As an attempt to resolve challenges that are facing government, the
department is dedicated to partner with civil society to achieve its goal of
access to justice for all.

Advocate Simon Jiyane gives a brief background of the
programme.

Key Thematic Principles Underpinning the Programme
The link between Human Rights and addressing
poverty and inequality
International Perspective on Poverty
According to the United Nations panel of experts, millions of people are
systematically deprived of fundamental rights as a result of poverty. The
panel mentions that from a human rights perspective, poverty can be
described as the denial of a person’s right to a range of basic capabilities.
This links poverty to more than just lack of income but also about power
and inequality. Access and control over resources, social practices,
legal and institutional structures are also determining factors in causing
poverty.

Mr Cyril Mncwabe Director for Donor Coordination and
Programme Management Support provides direction for the
day’s programme.

Poverty in South Africa
The United Nations’ Human Development Index (HDI) placed South
Africa on position 125 of 179 countries. South Africa is one of the 18
countries in the world to suffer HDI reversals during 1990-2003. These
statistics were published in the Human Development Index (HDI) Trends
(UNDP Human Development Report 2007/2008).

Human Poverty Index (HPI)
South Africa is deepening along with a massive increase in unemployment
despite its series of legislation, policies, and strategies to address the
marginalisation of the poor and vulnerable groups. Government has a
challenge of ensuring that its citizens are able to harness and access
the benefits of socio-economic rights as envisaged in the Constitution.
This programme will serve as one of the measures intended to promote
such rights.
Issues of Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia, and related
intolerances were given full attention.
The FHR addressed the Community Based Organisations (CBOs) and
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) as service providers on how
to apply for grants and how long is the application process. Grant Making
and Procurement procedures were among the key issues discussed at
the workshop.
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Ms Yasmin Sooka Foundation for Human Rights (FHR)
Director answers questions raised by members of the CBOs
and NGOs.

There was an opportunity for CBOs and NGOs to interact with the
FHR about challenges and questions regarding the programme. This
programme will also be rolled-out to all South African provinces.
Also in attendance were the former Minister of Justice and Constitutional
Development Ms Brigitte Mabandla, Gauteng Regional Head Ms Emily
Dhlamini, FHR Director Ms Yasmin Sooka and representatives from both
CBOs and NGOs.

IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

Centre for Child Law v Minister for Justice and Constitutional Development and Others
Date of Judgment: 15 July 2009

T

he Constitutional Court has ruled that the
Constitution prohibits minimum sentencing
legislation from being applied to children aged
16 and 17 years old. In a judgment handed
down today, the Court has found that while
the Constitution permits Parliament to deal
effectively with child offenders, including
through the imposition of long sentences, the
approach required by the minimum sentencing
legislation unjustifiably infringes the protections
the Bill of Rights affords to all children under 18.
On 31 December 2007, the Criminal Law
(Sentencing) Amendment Act 38 of 2007 (the
Amendment Act) took effect. This statute made
minimum sentences for certain serious crimes
applicable to 16 and 17 year old children.
The Centre for Child Law at the University of
Pretoria (the Centre) challenged the statute.
The respondents were the Minister for Justice
and Constitutional Development, the Minister
for Correctional Services and the Legal Aid
Board. On 4 November 2008, the High Court
in Pretoria (Potterill AJ) upheld the challenge.
The High Court granted an order of constitutional
invalidity declaring various provisions of the
Criminal Law Amendment Act 105 of 1997
(CLAA), as amended by the Amendment
Act, invalid. Before the Amendment Act, the
minimum sentencing regime established by the
CLAA had limited application to children who
were under 18 at the time of the offence. The
Amendment
Act applies the minimum sentencing regime
to such children. The High Court found that
this negates the Constitution’s principles of
imprisonment as a last resort and for the
shortest appropriate period of time for all
children under 18.
In addition to seeking confirmation of the
declarations of invalidity, the Centre argued that
children already sentenced under the amended
provisions should be identified and brought
before a competent court in order to have their
sentences reconsidered.

In the Constitutional Court, the National Institute
for Crime Prevention and the Re-integration of
Offenders (NICRO) was admitted as an amicus
curiae.
The majority of the Court confirmed the High
Court’s judgment. Cameron J, with whom
Langa CJ, Moseneke DCJ, Mokgoro, O’Regan,
Sachs and Van der Westhuizen JJ concurred,
considered the scope and purpose of the
children’s rights provision in the Bill of Rights.
He emphasised that the Constitution itself
recognises children’s greater physical and
psychological vulnerability. The Constitution
requires an individuated judicial response to
sentencing for children that focuses on the
particular child who is being sentenced.
The majority found that the minimum sentencing
regime constrains the discretion of sentencing
officers by orientating the sentencing officer
away from options other than incarceration, by
de-individuating sentencing, and by conducing
to longer and heavier sentences. The Court
held that the Amendment Act therefore limits
the children’s rights enshrined in section 28 of
the Constitution. No adequate justification was
provided for the limitation.

sentencing regime must be interpreted on the
basis that all children are the beneficiaries of
the rights conferred by section
28(1)(g) of the Constitution. Because the
Amendment Act does not require sentencing
officers to ignore the requirements of the
children’s rights provision, it does not oblige
sentencing officers to impose unconstitutional
sentences.
In order to avoid unjust sentences, the
sentencing court is required to consider
whether there are substantial and compelling
circumstances that would justify the imposition
of a lesser sentence. Yacoob J held that the Bill
of Rights provisions protecting children’s rights
will often in itself amount to a substantial and
compelling circumstance entitling a sentencing
officer to depart from the required minimum
sentence in a given case. He concluded that the
minimum sentencing legislation in so far as it is
applicable to children who are 16 and 17 years
old is not inconsistent with the Constitution. He
would therefore have declined to confirm the
order of unconstitutionality made by the High
Court.

The Court however declined to grant the
relief the Centre sought in relation to children
already sentenced under the Amendment Act,
as it is inconsistent with the proper approach
to retroactivity in criminal proceedings. Instead,
it issued an order requiring government to
identify all child offenders sentenced under the
impugned provisions since January 2008, so
that appeals or reviews could be brought on
their behalf.
In the result, the High Court’s order of invalidity
was confirmed in its essential respects. Yacoob
J wrote a dissenting judgment with which
Ngcobo, Nkabinde and Skweyiya JJ concurred.
Yacoob J held that the Constitution does not
require the discretion of a court that sentences
children to be wholly unlimited. The minimum
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Across the Nation
George Magistrate Court raises disability awareness
By Teresa Vigis
The George Magistrate Court celebrated

event were informed about Children’s

Disability on 3 December at the Optima

to demonstrate court proceedings. Mrs

the International Day of People with

Special Care Centre in Pacaltsdorp. The

centre takes care of 30 children between
the ages of 4 and 18 with disabilities.

The outreach was attended by officials

Officials
from
the
George
Magistrate Court with children
from the Optima Special Care
Centre in Pacaltsdorp.

Rights. A puppet show was organised
Pietersen from the Department of Social
Development demonstrated the correct

ways of touching and explained to

children what to do if touched incorrectly.

from the court, the National Prosecuting

The teacher and caretakers are the

Service,

in the centre. The children at the centre

Authority, the South African Police
Departments

of

Education

ad Social Development. The children

and the delegates who attended the

centre showed everyone the facilities
showed their appreciation by hugging
everyone.

Director-General encourages serving with dignity

By Neliswa Demana

The DG will be visiting Western Cape courts today in an effort
to encourage employees to do their level best in ensuring that
justice is served efficiently and effectively.
“I challenge you all to help me serve the people of our country. I
challenge you to help me deal with the challenges that face our
justice system. We will be faced with many negative things in
the process but we have to do it. It might also mean getting rid
of people who do not want to work,” Ms Msomi said.

DG Nonkululeko Msomi encouraging employees to
serve the public with dignity.
Justice and Constitutional Development Director-General (DG)
Nonkululeko Msomi has urged managers in Western Cape to
care for the people they serve. “We have stopped caring for our
people. People fought for our democracy and democracy to
me means dignity. Dignity is not the long queues at our courts,”
she said.
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Ms Msomi congratulated the Western Cape Province for making
sure that people access justice in a dignified manner. “The
Western Cape is leading the pack on positive things we want to
see happen in justice. I want to appreciate the work you have
done. Walk proudly but strive to do more,” she said.
The managers then got the chance to engage with the DG.
Some of the issues discussed are maintenance monies and the
system used to pay the beneficiaries.
The DG urged Area Court Managers to look into missing and
displaced files. “Let us look at those files as if they are people.
People expect and are entitled to justice. Let us then serve
them with dignity.”

Western Cape Regional Head Advocate Hishaam
Mohamed thanked the DG for visiting them. “We have
taken note of the challenges that you gave us. We will
do our level best not to disappoint you.” The DG was then
taken on a tour around the business centre of the Regional
Office. The centre is used to train employees. It is saving

KZN honours top
achievers

By Noma Chiliza

the department a lot of money that would have been used
for training venues. The Worcester cluster also has a
training centre. “They have their own centre because of the
distance between Cape Town and Worcester,” the Regional
Head explained.

Eastern Cape engages
women leaders in
society

By Mokhibi Gwintsa

From the left: Advocate Simon Jiyane,
Regional Head Brigitte Shabalala, Senior Legal
Administration Officer Vikash Sharannan and
Chief Magistrate Thamsanqa Mabaso
The KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) Regional Office honoured
individuals and Directorates for going an extra mile in
ensuring that South Africans receive the best justice
services. The award ceremony was held on 9 December at
the Hilton Hotel.
Attending the event, Acting Director - General (DG)
Advocate Simon Jiyane said it is important to work hard
and it is equally important to respect and understand
the communities’ employees serve. “KZN is one of my
favourite provinces because it is led by a strong woman
who understands the pain of the communities,” he said.
Adv Jiyane also handed out some of the awards. He also
signed a pledge to give support to Children’s Rights. The
pledge reads “We the undersigned pledge our commitment
to carry out our duties in a manner that ensures that the
best interest of the child is paramount.”
Area Court Manager Ben Nene received an award for
the Best Managed Cluster. Mr Nene was honoured for
making sure that all courts under his supervision render
effective and efficient justice services to the people. He
also organised performance awards for his cluster, this in
an effort to motivate employees to better perform.
KZN Regional Head Bridgette Shabalala congratulated
all those who received awards and encouraged everyone
to work hard. She reminded everyone that being a justice
public servant means ensuring that justice services are
accessible to all always.
Legal Administration Director Par Moodley launched
the new Maintenance guidelines. The guidelines will
assist maintenance officers in ensuring that maintenance
beneficiaries receive their monies.

Some of the women leaders who attended the
event.
The Eastern Cape Regional Office raised awareness and
encouraged open discussions on issues like Domestic
Violence, Sexual Offences, Maintenance, the Ukuthwala
practice and Restorative Justice.
A one day seminar, called Imbumba Yamakhosikazi
Akomkhulu, meaning forum for the queens and traditional
leader’s wives, was held at the Kwa-Pikoli community hall,
Peddie on 18 December 2009.
The seminar saw women from Peddie, Ntabankulu,
Willowvale and Bizana coming together to discuss issues
that affect them and their communities. The event was
organised by officials from the Regional Office and the
Department of Local Government and Traditional Affairs.
Presentations were made by officials from the South
African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC), the National
Prosecuting Authority (NPA), Department of Social
Development and the Regional Office.
Speaking to the female leaders, Mokhibo Gwintsa
welcomed everyone who attended the event. She gave a
brief background on why the seminar was crucial.
The seminar was originally scheduled to take place during
the 16 Days of Activism on No Violence against Women
and Children campaign, but it had to be postponed because
of the conflicting schedules of the facilitators.
However Ms Gwintsa explained that even though the event
is not part of the campaign, the issues discussed needed to
be tackled all year round.
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Worcester Court praised for good work
By Neliswa Demana
give. Let us then not be a problem but a solution,” the DG said.
She encouraged staff to keep the systems of the court operational
and improve them. “Stay on the line of maintaining your finances,
maintenance system and the court in general,” Ms Msomi said.
Employees were also encouraged, by the DG, to take pride in what
they do. “Let us all do our 8-hour job well and honestly.”
Government, Ms Msomi said, is a good teacher. “I did not know it all and
still do not know it all but government has taught me a lot. Government
gives you a chance to learn and it exposes you to a lot of things. Be
prepared to learn and give your selves space to learn,” she said.

Director-General Nonkululeko Msomi and officials
from the Worcester Magistrate’s Court.
Justice and Constitutional Development Director- General (DG)
Nonkululeko Msomi has praised the Worcester Magistrate’s Court
officials for ensuring that justice is served. The DG visited the court on
12 February. The aim of the visit, according to Ms Msomi, was to take
the good practises that make this court function efficiently and share
the practises with other courts.
“I recognise the work done in this court. People are receiving justice
because the court is operating. You add value to the services we

Court Manager Zulfa Talip told the DG about the operational and
management processes at the court that contribute to the success and
stability of the court. One of the best practices, in the court, to ensure
proper service delivery is having an open door policy. “This applies
to internal and external stakeholders, clients and personnel. Open,
transparent and constant communication is encouraged and practised.
Challenges are therefore often resolved before they develop into
problems,” Ms Talip said.
Ms Talip said the success of the court can be attributed to a combination
of personnel dedication and pride, sound management practices,
knowledge of personnel, departmental prescripts and the will to make
a positive contribution and impact.

Legal interpreters promote 11 languages in courts

By Neliswa Demana

embarked on a pilot project called the Usage of Indigenous Languages
in courts. “The aim of this project is to ensure that our courts recognise
the 11 languages,” he said.
The use of indigenous languages serves not only to encourage
linguistic diversity but also to promote access to justice and put citizens
more at ease in courts. The legal interpreters thus have a pivotal role
to play in ensuring that this project is implemented in all court effectively
and efficiently. This project ensures that there is equal access to justice
for all South Africans, particularly the poor and vulnerable. This is in
line with the Constitution which recognises all 11 official languages. In
the past, court proceedings were heard only in English and Afrikaans.

Some of the Legal Interpreting graduates with
Adv Jiyane and Interpreter Inspector Isaac
Mohlamonyane.
Legal interpreters have an important role to play in ensuring that the
11 official languages of South Africa (SA) are used in courts. This
was said by the Deputy Director-General for Court Services Advocate
Simon Jiyane, speaking at the inaugural graduation ceremony of legal
interpreters on 19 February 2010. The graduates received a National
Diploma in Legal Interpreting, the first to be offered by the University of
the Free State. A total of 90 learners graduated.
“The 11 languages that are recognised by the country’s Constitution
should also be the languages used in our courts. This has been a grey
area that has always been neglected,” Adv Jiyane said. He said the
graduates will help government in service delivery. “We are hoping that
you will use the knowledge and skills that you gained as part of this
programme to transform our courts,” he explained. He further mentioned
that the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development
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Speaking at the same event, University of Free State’s Vice-Rector
Professor Ezekiel Moraka congratulated the department for the good
work done. “I wish to appreciate the partnership we have with the
department. I hope this kind of partnership will take us into the future,”
he said. The Professor also congratulated the graduates and thanked
them for the commitment they displayed throughout their studies.
Prof Moraka encouraged the graduates to cherish their qualification.
“When you came to the University, you came for a purpose which was
to acquire a specific qualification. Today you have realised that dream.
The skill you have is for your benefit, for the University and for the
benefit of the South African society. You have a critical role to play in
the challenges that face our country,” he said.
The Vice-Rector urged the graduates to be professionals who will come
up with solutions to problems facing South Africa. “You should care
about the wellbeing of the South African society. You should commit
your skills, energy and creativity for the development of society,” he
concluded.

Regulate your estate after death-

write a will
By Neliswa Demana

G

overnment in an effort to regulate the execution of wills
created the Wills Act, 1953 (Act 7 of 1953).

The Act

provides for the formalities required in the execution of a will; the

interpretation of wills and the validity of certain wills executed in
accordance with internal law of certain other states. The Act also
makes provision for the competency of persons involved in the
execution of wills.

In South Africa there is freedom of testation.

Freedom of

testation is the choice for anyone to make a will which is valid
and complies with all the formal requirements, to leave his/
her assets to whoever he/she pleases. There are, however, a
certain exceptions, like:

• It must not be illegal;
• It must not be against public policy; and
• It must not be discriminatory.
Assistant Master in the Office of the Chief Master Patrys Venter

said all eligible South Africans should draft a will to make sure
that their estates are divided between people of their choice. “It
and loved ones, this will make sure that they will be cared for

What are the requirements for a valid will
if the testator/testatrix cannot sign his/her
name?

starting to draft wills, as have been done in the past. However,

If the testator/testatrix cannot sign his/her name, he/she may ask

is especially important to protect the interest of minor children

properly,” she said. “I would say that more South Africans are
this is still a small percentage of the population.”

someone to sign the will on his/her behalf or he/she can sign the

A will is a specialised document, which should preferably be

is signed by someone on behalf of the testator/testatrix or by

drawn up by an expert like an attorney or trust company. A
person who draws up a will is called the testator/testatrix. The
testator/testatrix should be 16 years or older to make a will in

order to determine how their estate should devolve upon their
death. The will is legal unless the testator/testatrix was mentally

incapable of appreciating the consequence of their actions at the
time of making the will.

A will can be written by hand, typed or printed. The signature

of the testator/testatrix must appear at the end of the will.

will by making a mark (a thumbprint or a cross). When the will
making a mark, a Commissioner of Oaths must certify that he/she

has satisfied him/herself as to the identity of the testator/testatrix
and that the will so signed is the will of the testator/testatrix. The
Commissioner of Oaths must sign his/her certificate and he/she
must also sign every other page of the will, anywhere on the

page. The Commissioner of Oaths must also be present when
the will is signed and must append his/her certificate as soon as
possible after the will is signed even if the testator/testatrix dies
soon after signing the will.

This signature must be made in the presence of two or more

What is a codicil?

will in the presence of the testator/testatrix and of each other. If

A codicil is a schedule or annexure to an existing will, which is

the page on which it ends must be signed anywhere on the page

comply with the same requirements for a valid will. A codicil need

all the pages of the will, only the last page of the will needs to be

will.

competent witnesses. The witnesses must attest and sign the
the will consists of more than one page, each page other than

made to supplement or amend an existing will. A codicil must

by the testator/testatrix. Although the testator/testatrix must sign

not be signed by the same witnesses who signed the original

signed by the witnesses.
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property by making a will, it is however important to obtain help

from professionals when making a will. Attorneys, Insurance

Houses and Banking Institutions help their clients in making wills.

The Master of the High Court
The Master of the High Court pledges to give members of the

public the confidence that their estates and trusts would be
regulated compassionately and in compliance with the law.

In terms of the present Act the Masters’ Offices execute, among
others, the following functions:

• The administration of estates of deceased and insolvent

persons in accordance with the applicable statutory
prescriptions;

• The protection of the interests of minors and legally
incapacitated persons;

• The protection and administration of the funds of minors,
contractually incapacitated and undetermined and absent
heirs, which have been paid into the Guardian’s Fund;

• The supervision of the administration of insolvent companies
and close corporations in accordance with the relevant
statutory prescriptions;

• The determination and assessment of estate duties in terms
of the Estate Duty Act, 1955 (Act 45 of 1955), by virtue of a
delegation by the South African Revenue Services;

• The supervision of trusts in terms of the Trust Property Control
Act, 1988;

• The safeguarding of all documentary material received by the
Master in respect of estates, insolvencies, liquidations, trusts,
etc.

What if I want to amend my will?

• The processing of enquiries by executors, attorneys,

Amendments to a will can only be made while executing a will

• The appointment of impartial and capable persons as

or after the date of execution of the will. Amendments to a will
must comply with the same requirements for a valid will and, if
a testator/testatrix cannot sign it, with the same requirements
that apply for persons who cannot sign a will. When amending

a will, the same witnesses who signed the original will need not
sign it again.

Must I amend my will after a divorce?
A bequest to your divorced spouse in your will, which was made

prior to your divorce, will not necessary fall away after divorce.
The Wills Act stipulates that, except where you expressly

provide otherwise, a bequest to your divorced spouse will be
deemed revoked if you die within three months of the divorce.
This provision is to allow a divorced person a period of three
months to amend his/her will, after the trauma of a divorce.
Should you, however, fail to amend your will within three months

after your divorce, the deemed revocation rule will fall away, and
your divorced spouse will benefit as indicated in the will.

Although, as it has been said above, anyone can dispose their
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beneficiaries and other interested parties;

executors, trustees, curators and liquidators;

Contact details for Master of the High Courts: See attached
diagram

Langa 6 exhumed –
a step in reconciliation
By Neliswa Demana

Doctor Seekoe assuring the South Africans that the TRC unit will not stop until all the remains of the struggle
heroes have been found.

F

amilies of six struggle heroes will soon be able to bury their
loved ones with dignity. Zibongile Serious Dodo, Nontasi
Albert Shweni, Jim Mountain Ngantweni, Donker Ntsabo,
Vuyisile Sharps Qoba and Mqokeleli Gladstone Nqulwana
(Langa 6) were convicted for their involvement in an attack on
police vehicles in Langa, Cape Town, on 10 March 1962 in which
a policeman was killed and others injured.

They were subsequently executed in 1967 and 1968 respectively
at the Pretoria Central prison. Their remains were secretly buried
at the Rebecca Cemetery in Pretoria, without their families’
knowledge. They are among the approximately 135 political
prisoners executed by the apartheid state between 1960 and
1989.
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), the Missing
Persons Task Team (MPTT) from the National Prosecuting
Authority, the Department of Correctional Services and the City
of Tshwane worked together in investigating and locating their
remains. The six Pan African Congress (PAC) activists were
exhumed at the cemetery on 24 February 2010.
The families were first taken to the Pretoria Central Prison

where the activist were detained and later executed. Pretoria
Area Commissioner Grace Molatedi from the Department of
Correctional Services welcomed the families to the Maximum
Security detention centre, commonly known as C-Max. “We are
today going to relive history. I hope that after today you all will
be able to sleep in peace knowing where your loved ones are,”
she said.
Commissioner Molatedi said the struggle heroes who lost their
lives deserved respect. “We, as the department, wish to tell you
that we are here for you and we are going to treat this event
with respect. Please feel free to come to us for anything, we are
here for you,” she explained. The families were taken to the cells
where the Langa 6 slept and where they were executed.
Speaking at the cemetery, Head of the TRC unit, which is
based within the Department of Justice and Constitutional
Development (DOJ&CD), Dr Mochubela Seekoe said the South
African government is committed in supporting the families of the
activists. “The government is together with you in this process.
We will continue looking for all those people who went missing,”
he said. Dr Seekoe said the remains will be taken by the MPTT
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The Langa 6 family members tour C-Max, where their loved ones were executed.
for forensic investigations. “The investigations will use DNA to
scientifically identify the bones. This will also make sure that
the families receive the correct remains of their loved ones,” he
explained.
Argentinian Ambassador Carlos Sersale di Cerisano shared his
country condolences and support for the families. “Our foreign
policy and history makes us understand and support you. We will
always support means that fight injustice,” he said.
PAC veteran Johnson Mlambo expressed the party’s gratitude to
government for finding the remains. “We are here today because
of these important activists. I want to thank government for
making this event possible. This is not the end but the beginning
of a healing process,” he said.
Mr Mlambo shared his personal experiences with the Langa 6 in
detention. “I know some of these men personally. It was sad to
be interrogated and be told that you would be hanged. We would
sit anxiously and not know who will be next. It was painful to be
with people for so many years only for them to one day leave
and never come back. I am still alive by the grace of God,” the
veteran said.
He urged government to continue looking for the remains of other
activists. “Please do not stop now; there are still other comrades
who must be found so that their families also find closure. I
challenge the families of these heroes to transmit the powerful
memories they have to the current and future generations,” he
said.
Vuyelwa Shweni, daughter of Albert Montasi Sweni thanked the
DOJ&CD for finding the remains of her father. “When we were
hungry as children, I would always my mother where our father
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was. She told us he was taken away by apartheid police. Today
we are happy that we will be able to take him home and burry him
at his rightful place,” she said.

The death penalty in SA
The death penalty was one of the fundamental underpinnings
of state repression of political protest throughout the period
from 1960 until 2 February 1990 when State President FW
de Klerk announced a moratorium on all executions. After the
announcement of the moratorium the Criminal Law Amendment
Act of 1990 came into effect, which did away with the compulsory
imposition of the death sentence.
Prior to these steps that halted and then abolished the death
penalty, SA had one of the highest rates of judicial execution in
the world. The Human Rights Commission reported in 1989 that
Iran was the only country that executed more people than SA in
the period from mid-1985 to mid-1988, this made SA the second
highest executing country in the world.
All those sentenced to death were transferred to Pretoria Central
Maximum Security prison, where the gallows were situated, to
await their execution. In the cases of those sentenced to death
in the ‘homelands’, the condemned were sent to the Maximum
prisons in Venda, Ciskei, Transkei or Bophuthatswana, where
the hangings were carried out.
The gallows could accommodate seven persons. In attendance
would be prison officials, the executioner and a medical officer.
The prisoners were lined up along a trapdoor. The executioner
would pull a lever that would drop the trapdoor, plunging the
prisoners some six or seven feet. The medical officer would then
examine the body and sign a certificate confirming the death.

Illegal mining fails the Mining charter
By Justice Ditshego

Justice, Crime Prevention and Security Cluster will attend illegal mining activities.

T

he mining charter’s vision to achieve a
global competitive mining industry for the
benefit of all South Africans has been failed by
illegal mining. This exercise prevents the mining
charter’s goal to create an industry that will
proudly reflect the promise of an economically
non racial country.
Addressing the National Council of Provinces
(NCOP) during the debate on illegal mining
in September 2009, the Minister said illegal
mining is not new in South Africa. She said
this activity poses serious challenges for the
industry and it is extremely complex and should
not be underestimated.
According to the Minister of Mineral Resources
illegal mining has gained momentum from
the late 1990s. The department and mining
companies have been working together over
the last decade to put an end to this problem.
“Illegal mining is a huge, multi-billion rand
criminal industry featuring national and
international syndicates and valued at some
R5,6 billion. These gold smuggling syndicates
are highly organised, dangerous and well
resourced. When considering the question
of how these syndicates manage to transport
food and other consumables deep down into
the mines, it is clear that illicit miners are being
assisted by legal miners, both workers and
managers,” she said.
Minister Shabangu highlighted that explosives
and equipment are also transported and stolen
from underground stores of operating mines.
Thousands of diggers, the Minister said, “many
coming from Lesotho, Mozambique, Zimbabwe
and Botswana, are willing to risk their lives to
profit from these illegal activities. These illegal
diggers are armed and dangerous and we want
to send a clear message that poverty cannot be
an excuse for criminal activity.”
She told the NCOP members that all those
involved in illegal mining are no different from
ruthless criminals involved in cash-in-transit
heists who mercilessly kill our policemen and
women. Ms Shabangu cited the danger of
illegal miners who “openly carrying a huge

number of weapons, including AK47’s and
9mm pistols. Inter-gang fights and shootouts
are now a daily occurrence in this area.
Confrontations between illegal miners and the
police and security personnel are becoming
more frequent.
On 2 June 2009 the Minister visited Welkom
immediately after receiving news of the first
36 deaths. The reason behind was to witness
and get a first-hand understanding of the
issue. “We visited Welkom again on 13 June
2009, to discuss the issue with a wide range
of role-players including the local community,
municipalities, business people, mining
companies and trade unions. Representatives
of the South African Police Service (SAPS),
both national and provincial, were also in
attendance,” the Minister said.
Subsequently, this led to the formation of the
Free State Illegal Mining Stakeholder Forum
constituted of community leaders, organised
labour, the Matjhabeng municipality, mining
companies, the Department of Mineral
Resources, SAPS, as well as the Department
of Justice and Constitutional Development.
Other relevant departments are also consulted
to provide assistance where necessary.
The forum has developed an action plan to
eradicate illegal mining activities in the region.
The same forum is tasked with continuous
monitoring of progress made for implementation
of the action plan by the relevant stakeholders.
Cabinet noted illegal mining as a threat to the
country and took a decision that the matter be
attended to by the Justice, Crime Prevention
and Security Cluster (JCPS).
This criminal matter was presented to the
relevant Inter-Ministerial Committee which
agreed on the following:

•

Investigate whether any local police and
prosecutors in the relevant magisterial
districts are involved in the illegal mining
syndicates;

•

 delegation of Ministers of the JCPS
A
Cluster, as well as the Minister of Mineral
Resources, will soon visit some of the
affected areas to assess what else can
be done to deal comprehensively with the
issue of illicit mining.

The Minister assured the NCOP that the
government of the Republic of South Africa
has taken decisive steps to tackle the issue of
illegal mining. “However, I also want to assure
the criminal syndicates involved in illegal
mining that our resolve to crush them has
strengthened and they will continue to feel the
heat as government closes in on you until you
stop robbing our people of the minerals that
belong to them, as per the Freedom Charter,”
Minister Shabangu said.
Objectives of the Mining Charter
•

 o achieve 26% ownership of mining
T
companies by previously disadvantaged
people;

•

 o help mining companies’ compliance with
T
the Minerals and Petroleum Resources
Development Act (MPRDA);

•

 o oblige mining companies on promoting
T
Black Economic Empowerment (BEE)
when applying for new mineral rights or
converting current ones.

The key component of the charter is the mining
scorecard, which provides a framework for
measuring the BEE in the mining sector.
Three core elements of the Mining Charter

•

 he newly-formed Hawks must take over
T
and investigate illicit mining in its totality;

•

 irect empowerment through ownership
D
and control of enterprises and assets;

•

 he relevant legislation must be applied
T
without fear or favour to deal with
racketeering, money laundering, illegal
possession of minerals, and so on;

•

 uman resource
H
employment equity;

•

 irect empowerment through preferential
D
procurement and enterprise development

development

and
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Consumer Protection Act,
new hope for business practice
By Justice Ditshego
To protect consumers against
illegal and unethical business
practice
the
Consumer
Protection Act 68 (CPA) of 2008
was signed into law on 24 April
2009.

to choose or select suppliers.
There may be exceptions in
case of franchise agreement
between the franchisee and the
franchisor. Such agreements
may bind the franchisee to buy
branded products or services
directly from the franchiser.

This Act will become effective
on October 2010 pending the
transitional provisions. The
transition would allow enough
time for the establishment of the
National Consumer Commission
(NCC), an enforcement or
investigative body on issues
of consumer protection. The
NCC is expected to start with
implementation of the Act by the
end of October this year.

The
rights
to
cooling-off
period after direct marketing,
cancellation
of
advanced
reservation (booking or order),
choice and examination of
property, delivery and returning
goods are also covered.
Right to disclosure
information

This legislation will play a positive
role in the transformation of
interaction between the business
community and consumers in
the marketplace. The Act will
strengthen consumer rights
and give them a muscle in the
form of legislative backing while
ensuring that national norms
and standards are maintained
through eradication of unfair
business practices.

The CPA will replace
existing provisions from a number
of Acts including the following:
•
•
•
•
•

 he Consumer Affairs (Unfair Business
T
Practices) Act of 1988;
Trade Practices Act of 1976;
Sales and Service Matters Act of 1964;
Price Control Act of 1964 and
Specific Sections (2-13 and 16-17) of the
Merchandise Act of 1941.

According to the CPA a consumer is defined
as a user of the goods, recipient or beneficiary
of the services irrespective of whether he/
she was a party to the transaction.

The Act considers the following
fundamental Consumer rights:
Right of equality in consumer market
This right protects the consumer against
discriminatory marketing practices. Subject
to section 9 of the Act, a supplier of goods
and services must not unfairly exclude any
category of persons from accessing goods
offered by the supplier. The consumer is
further protected against supply of different
quality of goods/services and different price
charges
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and

Any information disclosed in
the form of notice, document
or visual representation must
be in plain and understandable
language. This assists a
consumer with average literacy
skills and minimal experience
to understand the content of
information (notice, document or
visual representation).

In the process of marketing goods and
services, the supplier has no right to exclude
or prioritise particular communities, districts,
populations or market segments.
However it is not a contravention of section
8 for a supplier to refuse supply/access of
any goods and services to a minor. If the
customer is a minor, the supplier has the
right to require consent of a parent, guardian
or other responsible adult. This action would
serve as a reasonable precaution to protect
the wealth, welfare or safety of a minor.
Consumer’s right to privacy
The consumer has the right to restrict
unwanted direct marketing. The right of
every person to privacy includes the right to
refuse to accept or require another person
to discontinue. Any person including the
consumer who has been approached for
purpose of direct marketing may stop further
communication. This can be demanded
during or within a reasonable time after such
communication.
Consumer’s right to choose
In this regard the consumer has the right

The NCC may publish guidelines
for methods of assessing
whether the information to
consumers satisfy the requirements. This
right provides the consumer with the rights
to disclosure of goods and services prices,
product labelling and trade descriptions,
disclosure of reconditioned or gray market
goods, sales records, disclosure by
intermediaries and identification of deliveries
and stallers.
Right to fair and responsible marketing
The consumer has the right to fair marketing
which is not false, misleading, fraudulent
or deceiving. Suppliers are prohibited from
advertising any goods ore services in a
misleading manner. Such prohibited process
is called bait marketing.
Other prohibited forms of marketing include
negative option marketing whereby goods
and services are supplied with a promise to
automatically modify them.
For additional information or clarification
please contact the Department of Trade
and Industry’s Education and Compliance
Division. The dti Consumer Help line is 0861
843 384 or Email Contactus@thedti.gov.za.
Please visit wwww.dti.gov.za to read the full
version of the Act.

Justice and 2010 FIFA World Cup

The World Cup fever is upon us and the excitement, expectations
and anxiety are all rolled into one in the minds of most South
Africans. It is important though to still explain certain matters
regarding 2010 to staff and ordinary citizens such as what
constitutes a 2010 World Cup Court Case.

suspected individuals by the state using attorneys from the Legal
Aid South Africa.

An administration of justice framework was developed to deal
speedily and effectively with incidents that are in conflict with
the law during the 2010 FIFA World Cup event. Previous host
countries indicated that the influx of foreign nationals in world
cups increases criminal activities. Therefore special measures
have been put in place to process any criminal matters that may
arise from big events such as the FIFA World Cup.

The Department deemed it necessary to classify all offences
related to the World Cup event as World Cup cases, to ensure
that they are addressed swiftly and efficiently, preferably within
the tournament’s timeframe. A World Cup Case is defined as:

Dedicated Court Rooms:
To avoid disruption of the judicial services for the local citizens of
South Africa, the Integrated Justice System committee identified
54 dedicated court rooms to be used across all nine provinces
during the World Cup event. A thorough court process which will
see cases being processed faster has been developed. These
dedicated court rooms are mainly in courts that are in host cities
and located closer to the stadiums and ports of entry.

What constitutes a World Cup Case?






Any offence that is committed by a non-resident
supporter of 2010 FIFA World Cup.
Any offence that is committed against a non-resident
supporter of the FIFA World Cup.
Any offence to which a non-resident is a witness.
Any offence committed at a tourist attraction or any other
place in the country and in the opinion of a Senior Public
Protector given time, place, nature and or publicity of
the offence.

These court rooms will start working two weeks before the event
and continue for another two weeks after the event. The court
staff in these dedicated court rooms will operate interchangeably
between day and night courts, to ensure efficiency in the delivery
of justice.
Day courts will start at 08H30 till 16H30 and night courts will
start from 16H30 to 23H00. Legal assistance will be given to the
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2010 Soccer World Cup Page for
Justice Today
Bloemfontein Regional and
Masters offices pledge support
for Bafana

Oshenia Morobane said “Our hope is to win the World

By Justice Ditshego

quarter finals,” said Itumeleng Thebe.

Cup.”

“With our full support as the nation they will reach the

Advocate Keitumetse Molaoa wished all the best for
Bafana Bafana and ensured the national team of a
hundred percent support from all South Africans.   

KZN marks 100 Days to kick off

further two weeks after the tournament has ended.
“In case a crime is committed, the perpetrators will

be brought to court and dealt with swiftly. We do not
want them to leave the country and come back later to

testify because that would mean that we have to use

our money to get them back to find accommodation for
them. If anything happens we will be ready to deal with
it,” the Regional Head explained.

By Neliswa Demana

National office hosts energetic
100 Days Soccer World Cup
Countdown

South Africans marked 100 Days to the start of the

By Justice Ditshego

2010 FIFA World Cup on 2 March 2010. The official
As a pledge to support Bafana Bafana, the Free State

State countdown happened at the Moses Mabhida

Regional Office staff in collaboration with Free State

Stadium in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal(KZN).

Bloemfontein on 19 February 2010.

Speaking at the gala dinner on 2 March, South

Officials came in numbers at the Maitland Street,

“We are proud because, in many respects, we are

National Anthem, blow the vuvuzelas and chanted

world three months ahead of schedule. Tonight, as

Bafana”, “Thiba Ka Mona” and “Ake ke ra fela maatla”

event, we do so after having delivered on the bulk of

danced back and forth between the receptions of both

wet cement come June.”

Masters Office had their Football Friday campaign in

African Deputy President Kgalema Motlanthe said

Free State Regional Office reception to sing the

able to pronounce ourselves ready to welcome the

Bafana Bafana songs. Songs like “Ka boyelo Bafana

we gather here to mark 100 Days to the start of the

dominated the event as officials blew whistles and

the required infrastructure. No football fan will sit on

Regional and Masters Offices.

The

Department

of

Justice

and

Constitutional

Wearing Bafana Bafana and other soccer team

Development (DOJ&CD) joined the rest of the country

their national team:

celebrations by singing the National Anthem, blowing

Regional Office officials:

Bafana Bafana jerseys and learning the diski dance.

jerseys, officials made the following comments about

in celebrations. The KZN Regional Office joined the

vuvuzela’s, flying the South African flag, wearing the

As a build up to the 2010 Soccer World Cup, the
Department of Justice and Constitutional Development

staff had an exciting 100 Days countdown on 02
March 2010 at National Office in Pretoria. This was a
sign and fulfilment of a united South African family to
welcome the international community on the African
soil.

“I am satisfied about their current performance but we

Addressing the officials, KZN Regional Head, Ms

Based in Pretoria, one of the host cities, the

they will make it through to the last 16 teams to the

the national football team by wearing Bafana Bafana

celebrations in support of government, Federation

Thejane Tsoeu.

start wearing our t-shirts. The World Cup is here so

Mercheline Reid, Human Resources official said “Win

so that these people can come back and put in more

will see what happens after their camp in Brazil. I think

Brigitte Shabalala encouraged officials to support

quarter finals. For us a final will be a bonus,” said Mr

jerseys on Fridays. “I hope that as of today we will

we need to show our spirit of Ubuntu. We must do this

or loose, we stay behind Bafana Bafana and we will

money in our country,” she said.

  

The Regional Head also explained that the department

support them throughout the tournament.”

Masters Office officials:

has been in committees with other government

departments to ensure that the world cup runs

Advocate Buti Mohapi, Assistant Master for Free State

smoothly. “We are preparing ourselves because we

Bafana because they need our support. “We must not

ready to deal with such things at our courts,” she said.

coach.

According to the FIFA 2010 Administration of Justice

“As the hosts we believe they will proceed to the next

two shift seamless basis with the day shift operating

(in Bloemfontein) will be one of the big games but we

16h30 until 23h00. There will be two magistrates for

World Cup,” Ayanda Mazwi said.

applies in the case of clerical staff, prosecutors and

Office said we have to unite as a nation for Bafana
worry about the rest as they will be handled by the

know that there will be criminal activities. We are very

department could not wait to become part of the
of International Football Association (FIFA) and the
International Marketing Council (IMC).

“KE NAKO” a Sesotho phrase meaning it is time was
a dialect for the day as staff members show cased

the colours of their national soccer team. Being led

by the Justice Choir the masses opened a short but
memorable chapter of countdown with the National
Anthem.

They later danced for a “diski dance’ as broadcasted
through some few metres from the Justice reception
area.

Blue Print, dedicated court rooms will operate on a

To mark the country’s readiness for the global piece,

round. The match between Bafana Bafana and France

from 08h30 to 16h30 and the night shift operating from

blew vuvuzelas at the expense of their lunch time. As

will beat them after what they did to us in the 1998

each dedicated court room. The same arrangement

attorneys. These court rooms will be operational two

weeks preceding the tournament and will run for a
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soccer fanatics proudly waved South African flags and
a supplement for fun and simplicity Football Friday will
remain the way to go for all South Africans to build-up
support for Bafana Bafana.

“KE NAKO” – It is time.

Puzzle 9
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Crossword

PUZZLE

The Justice Today Crossword Puzzle has clues whose solutions can be found
by carefully reading all the articles in this issue. Fill in the answers correctly and
stand a chance to win. The solutions to this puzzle will be published in the next
issue, along with the winners’ names.

Across
1.	The usage of .............. languages in
courts ensures that courts recognise
the 11 officials languages as
stepulated in the Constitution.
5.	A conduct or behaviour where a
person accepts, agrees or offers any
gratification for him/her or for another
person, where the purpose is to act
dishonestly or illegally.
7.	The
Deputy
Minister
for
the
Department
of
Justice
and
Constitutional Development. Mr .......
Nel.
8.	The acronym for the Act that ensures
that all revenue, expenditure, assets
and liabilities of government are
managed efficiently and effectively.
10.	A .......... is defined as a user of the
goods, recipient or beneficiary of the
services irrespective of whether he/
she was a party to the transaction.
11.	The kind of marketing that advertises
any goods or services in a misleading
manner.
13.	The charter that aims to achieve a
global competitive mining industry for
the benefit of all South Africans.

Down

NAME.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
POSTAL ADDRESS ......................................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................TELEPHONE: ............................................................................................

SOLUTION : Puzzle 8
Across
2.
4.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

NAVIPILLAY—The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights
COURTS—The Children’s Act makes provision for children to access......
JCPS—Abbreviation for a Government cluster responsible for providing
an intergrated approach in the implementattion of programmes that fall
under the law enforcement and the security umbrella.
GUARDIANS—A fund that protects and administers monies or funds
paid to the Master’s Office on behalf of known and/or unknown persons.
VICTIMS—The ..... Charter ensures fair treatment, respect, dignity and
privacy to crime victims.
OGOOLA—Ugandian Principal Judge, Justice James ...... who led a
delegation to SA to learn more about SA’s Small Claims Court system.
HANIS—An abbreviation for a system that fights corruption and protects
the integrity of identity and travel documents.

Down
1.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

DISCRIMINATION—An act that may appear as institutionalized racism,
or ethnic strife, or manifest itself in episodes of intolerance and rejection.
NONKULULEKO—Ms ........ Msomi is the new Director General for the
Department of Justice and Constitutional Development.
YVONNE—Former Constitutional Court Judge who is now the SALRC
Chairperson Justice ..... Mokgoro.
SPECIALISED—Cases involving sexual offences are heard in ..........
courts.
RESPONSIBLE—Missing word from the World Aids Day 2009 theme: I
am ........., we are responsible, South Africa is taking responsibility.
UKUTHWALA—The abduction of young girls and forcing them into
marriage.
TRC—The ...... unit was set up the by the Government of National
unity to help the country deal with what happened under the apartheid
administration.

2.	The acronym of an organisation that
seeks to challenge offenders to take
responsibility for their actions and to
provide opportunities for constructive
rather than destructive living.
3.	Head of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission in the Department
of
Justice
and
Constitutional
Development. Dr Mochubela .....
4.	The court that has ruled that the
Constitution
prohibits
minimum
sentencing legislation from being
applied to children aged 16 and 17
years old.
6.	........ in persons is a worldwide
problem and is one of the most
lucrative criminal business globally.
9.	A person who draws up a will is called
the ........
12.	The common name for the Maximum
Security detention centre where the
Langa 6 where detained and executed.

WIN

HOW TO ENTER
Complete the Crossword Puzzle after
you have throughly read this issue of
Justice Today. Fill in your details on the
entry form and fax to 012 357 8003,
attention Ms Neliswa Demana. The
first 3 correct entries will WIN a prize.

WINNERS

PREVIOUS WINNERS
1.	Tamara Nodada from Eastern
Cape
2.	Alfred Madodana Dyantyi, from
Port Elizabeth
3.	Jalamba Tolashe, from
Queenstown
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HAVE YOUR SAY ABOUT VALENTINE’S DAY
To find out how officials think about Valentine’s Day we
interviewed Justice officials in KZN Regional Office.

Regional Office officials:
Ms. Yoliswa Mnomiya
Admin Officer – Court Operations
First of all I think
everyday should be
Valentine’s

Day.

I

think it is the day of
love for the entire
family. It is a day
where people should
actually concentrate on their relationships with
their partners, children and parents.
If there were fights and misunderstandings in
the relationships, Valentine’s Day provides an
opportunity for people to mend things up. For me
it is still the best practice.

Ms Nonkululeko Mokoena
Intern Translator
It should be time for
lovers to celebrate
and cherish their
similarities
and
differences
in
areas of emotion,
power and love.
The meaning of
the day may be confined to expressing love to
your boyfriends or girlfriends but in reality it is for
showing your feelings and care to friends, a soul
mate, your parents and siblings.
It is about people who occupy an important place
in your life. Such people can be your be your lover,
fiancée, wife, husband, brother, sister or anyone
with whom you share a special bond.
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Ms Bernadette Ncanana
Human Resource Officer
Valentines Day is
a money making
scheme because
people who love
each other should
show their love to
each other on a
daily basis. People
should appreciate each other on a daily basis especially
lovers, because valentine is all about love.
In today’s world love is a very scarce thing based
on material stuff. People are more concerned about
whether the person has money, car, house, secured
income and a job because everybody is looking for
security.

Zahra Bux
Child Justice Officer: Legal
Administration
Valentines

Day

is

expression

of

traditionally
the

about

love, generally with
gifts.

Unfortunately

has

become

these

days

it

so

commercialized that

many look at it as a day to prove their love. I believe
that if you love someone you should not have to prove

it with expensive gifts and set aside a specific day on
which we express our love.

HAVE YOUR SAY ABOUT GOVERNMENT’S KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS
We gave members of the public an opportunity to raise their views
based on government’s key achievements and where they think our
government should improve.
Members of the public
Shumani Musandiwa

Nomasonto Nkosi

I think our government

Our government has done
many things to improve the
lives of South Africans but my
concern is about violence in
our schools. We should have
a balanced situation in our
schools because that is where
the leaders of tomorrow will be
produced. Government must
employ more security personnel
to ensure that there is safety
in the school premises. There
are many unemployed people
with security qualifications and they can play an important role as
security officials for our schools. Their responsibilities would include
searching our kids before they enter the school premises because
some are in possession of weapons which may cause danger to
both their peers and educators. Our schools must also have trained
councillors who would occasionally visit and identify children with
social problems. The problems may be home and drug related
problems. Lastly the issue of infant fatalities in our hospitals must
be given more attention because it is painful to loose a baby after
being pregnant for a period of nine months.

need to sit down and look
at what leads to service
delivery protests in some
areas of South Africa.
Although a lot has been
achieved,

the

current

protests remain a true
reflection that something
is not right with our
local government. Our
government

have

to

deal with corrupt mayors and officials who misuse state resources
by failing to spend according to the people’s needs. Such people
must be withdrawn and not be deployed to serve government
anymore. There is a budget allocated annually for municipalities to
deliver but some fail to use it effectively. This leads to protests that
are taking place in the country because people become negative
about our democratic government which represent the poor.

Shela Mabuela
The

process

of

application

grant

pertaining

especially regarding foster
care grants takes long.
Sometimes an applicant

waits for a year before the
application

is

approved.

I am more worried about

the survival of the orphans

during the waiting period.
Some
are

of

living

the

orphans

with

their

grandparents and it is hectic for them to be fully responsible

for the needs of the orphaned. My appeal to government is
to try and speed up the application process.

Mpumi Khambule
It is a good thing for our government
to have laws which represent
women but this should be done in a
balanced way. I have a feeling that
our law is more concerned about
the rights of women and usually
men are neglected. We have men
who are being abused by women
in our communities but our security
agencies are not taking them
serious. I will be glad if we can have
the law which impartially represent
both men and women. Some men are even afraid to come out and
report abusive wives as they feel to be neglected. For an example
if a man works hard every day but come month end the wife take
all the salary without being concerned of the husband’s needs. That
is abuse.
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